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About This Game

Game Features:

★A variety of craft to choose from, with varying stats and abilities.
★Race on futuristic tracks with ultra realistic vehicles.

★Furiously fast paced racing with awesome vehicles designed with unprecedented precision.
★Unlock new tracks as you progress through the game.

★Collect different power-ups and use them to win.
★High resolution screen support.
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Genre: Indie, Racing
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PiGravity
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
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I would have rather spent my 16 cents on black licorice. It sucks.
Configuration menu is non existant, no sound or graphics configuration.
The game itself is unplayable, controls are all over the place, keymapping is a joke.

Avoid this. Total waste of time.. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=888697923

Can't even play this game.

Pro - Time wasted has been averted.

Con - I wanted to try the game out.. played game for 5 minutes
died of stage 4 cancer because i couldn't get out of 'the grid'.
found it very spoopy
10/10 would die and refund again. My favorite part was uninstalling it. Bad game but if can buy it for trading cards, because the
game is goof the only trading cards and not for more.. gifted to all my friends so that they question their own existances
10/10. I Would Say That It Is SO BAD Its Good, But I Would Be Lying. The game is filled with bugs, crashes and random
teleportations, the soundtrack might change and the volume might quadriple while this happens VOLUME WARNING

worth buying for cards
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i don't wanna talk about it. I found this sitting under "hidden" in my Steam library, with almost entirely negative reviews, so I
had to check it out.

Ampersand seems to be an attempt to create an F-Zero or Wipeout clone, and visually it looks like an amateur version of those,
but this is simply not a functioning game.

There's no story, no menus and no options of any kind, The controls are hard coded to your keybaord, but more importantly,
they barely work. You basically speed/glitch out of control down the track until you exit the game and uninstall, your curiosity
satisfied.. It looks like a N64 game, but it has terrible controls and the ship just slips around. Besides, there are no tutorials,
whatsoever, so you have to go through all buttons and reviews to find out their unusual controls selection.. So
terrible!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Nobody told me we were racing black screens. But hey, profit from trading cards? Yes
please.. Holiday Sales 2015*

-Buy it
-Earn Badges
-Sell badges

Level UP !. Don't waste your time. Definitely not the best wipeout clone out there. Fun for a few minutes but only if youc an get
it for under $1. A very laggy and noble but poor attempt at a remake of games like Extreme-G for the N64. Some of the worst
controls i've ever seen in the game, not to mention they're never pointed out to you.

Some of the boost pads are really badly designed, they're placed right around corners which means as you're turning, you'll hit
the boost pad, slamming into the wall, or you won't hit it at all, which means you can't beat the AI players.
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